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ACTION
The Emperor of Ice Cream is a Pimp

Take three glass whips
Lacking embroidered curds
Feet spread & protrude

Let the boys feel
How cold she is
Newspapers, call the roller,

The Big Cigar, and bid bobs
Muscular concupiscent 
Fantails in the kitchen

Dawdle her face
Bring flowers of seem
Refrain refrain refrain
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FERAL

I erect cities and I can back your slender cavern.

I and me
like brothers.

I could have a thickness of will.
I could use the other door, no matter what key.

Egypt as a fictional place
some non entrance
some swinging wall
with me watching
teeth, sky and lock.

Every girl
born by a river, under a roof.

When I get tired and float down,
everything
branches.

Ten-thousand years break
our chicken bones back
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into position,
a minor peace, an arch
collapses, killing several fish.

Built together, limbs.

I’ll touch my toes, offering,

as if his world
were an inside joke
understood only by
houseflies window buzzing.
the waves.

Days like
shanty water
sneak by.
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FIX

Knee-deep in the river, his feet palm the unsettled bottom.
He reaches to extract an aluminum can. There is a great deal
under the surface. Skin gathering in damp sloughs, he hopes
to find a silken shirt with a happy child in the breastpocket,
dislodges a crinkled can of Budweiser. The water streams
out like a freed urine sample. He shakes the can. The can 
rattles in response. He sees inside the can; it is dark. With
the flick of his wrist, he hurls the mass out into his hand. 
A molar with inch-long roots. He holds the tooth before
the sun. In silohuette it looks like a presidential wig. The
sun says sure. The man sticks the tooth root-down in
an empty parking spot of his lower gum. Smacks his lips.
Good to meet you.
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SUBSTANTIATION

All the lonely men
graze these boulevards
bellies full of wine
search for the lovely cooks.
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SCENDENT

Once the incision has been made
the rot begins to lamb
with no smell
just the gravy of foreign things
kneeling before you
palms pressed to eyes and
the only noise,
a purr. The bulldogging
of athletic sickness
has begun.
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FORM

Elvis died
and when he came back
as an Elvis impersonator
he was much happier.



WOMAN
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MUTABLE

Gargantua in the prayerbooth
begging for a soft landing and
apologizing to the turbulence
for the turbulence. It is raining.

Whatever it is I have done
to anger you, I am sorry.
Forgive me. It is raining.

The pencil fever brought us here
to this point

where she doesn’t know why she is crying.
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SCRIBE

writing a love letter to the sushi chef he asked her to

under the tree  will she skin the snake like a father

she said dowager four times before sun was high

feels young   thinking of a nun she’s never met

a face   laid to waste   heavy sinew
         
    can I pull this thing in my gut
    out and through my mouth

    when you give me your wand,
    do I have those kinds of powers

let  us  let  the river   row her boat

enjoy the answer to

 who turned them hounds loose

   the wind,   the wind
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PARENT

Dear Tree, the long green came from me. I have to whisper. 
It exited wet, loosening its own scales from mine. There was 
a moment where it hung between my legs. It coiled bright. It 
bit me in the breast. It bit me in the throat. It drank my blood 
and milk. In this moment before my lacerated remains, I am so 
empty of body the light holds bright inside my frame. I speak 
to you, trees, but it is the beasts who have ears. They come near. 
They give me name: it sounds like the walls of a cave. This land, 
the full mountains, the brooding sky, tumble into the valleys! I 
think sick victory, dare: do not eat the dead, wonder: do I taste 
like serpent yet. See through me, hear.
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MIGRATE

The Amazing Tattooed Lady gave 
birth to a girl covered in ink. Some 
Virgin Mary crying, some 
leafless tree branching, some
snakes entwined, some 
Día de los Muertos skeleton rattling, some
anchor sinking, some 
Sanskrit without meaning, some
rose petal wilting, some 
crucifix rotting, some
swarm congregating, some 
symmetry barely sustaining, some
Japanese wave waiting to wash it all away.
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OCEANIC

The zinfandelig yellow charcuterie
of old but Olympic meat
with brutish blanc, tender length
vintage truffle, an overswelling vintage,
the champagne of muscle memory.

The place of the place. The Polish
cats purr just the same and Marina
joins and composes an olive wine
designed to endure a more elegant
history of weather. We built a Coliseum once

and then ate everything.
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PORT

The snow is so heavy  each flake a tiny body
Six-armed  flailing      becoming the ground

The rope between us is hard to untangle
We are intruding forging  frozen limbs

Your fur marks a presence  in this scape
Soft Monster       I can’t know what’s inside right now

Too many layers        sheer numbers     (yes, this is a long dream)
Sometimes I get drunk and rip off my dress

Skin on my skin so cold I appreciate
Imagine your lips moving some Spanish dubbed

Massacre is confusing  too many bodies to melt
Too many times we’ve been human enough

To accept a storm I exploded in space
And dripped back down to waste or leave

Some kind of stone a mark     presupposed
By the absence of any action at all
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I said we were moving     but that was up-close
From here I can’t reach your tail



BEAST
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IT

There is a man wearing a bowtie
getting on the bus in my soup.
My compliments to the balding chef !
He or she is the mayonnaise 
of the public transit system.

If you were okra, 
I would have eaten you yesterday.
If the carpet matched the curtains 
we would call it Minimalism
but what we have here is either

a Classic design
like two pieces of bread
with something
in the middle
or
a malfunction
like the tap 
in the kitchen sink
constantly drips
through the 
cold months
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but sometimes
the cat 
drinks 
from it.
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FAT

The panther in the cage
suggests an exchange.
He takes off his coat,
stuffs it through the bars.

We feel silly. A crab
in a tank the length of
his wingspan watches us
eat dumplings.

There is so little to offer
but a few remaining colors,
an invitation to dinner
where we serve us.

And the double-ended
artificial rectum
is the new horn of plenty
welcoming them in.
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LATE

The other fornicator with the Castilian lisp
poses for a photograph,
watches the silohuette of a seagull
balance a fruit basket upon its head.

Don’t struggle—you’ll sweat into the wound.
Manage slow plots of finely trimmed debris.
Strike a match. Make this a small place. 
A drawer for forks and spoons and knives.

There is a warm baguette outside your front door.
There is a polished stone in my pocket.
A repeating pattern of obtuse angles
opens up like a hellmouth.

Marvel the gentle dentistry of the majestic
because if you don’t, I will kill you.
I will wear your new shoes to the funeral.
I will see the moon in a piss puddle.
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SECT

Arguably, some primroses are afraid of
Laughter. Or, more specifically, the
Laughter of children or, at least, young adults.

There is an obsession about the fog. There is a moth
Here, at the frayed seam of your winter coat.
Everything is normal about it. Along the

Tangent, a badger makes its
Home beneath a hedge,
Inside which
Nests a
Glockenspiel of
Shock and horror.

Idiotically, we share the news of the day—all of it redundant.

Funny, there appears to be a sock on your hand, speaking.
Outside there is a glove on the ground. Fingers must be freezing.
Update: there’s a ton of arugula which has
Never been picked, ever. The
Devil is in the vegetable patch.
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Instead of just standing there in the kitchen, why
Not make yourself useful. Dust something.

Tonight, the animals will dance sideways.
Horns may tangle. Tails sway and dip.
Even here, in suburban purgatory, the wildlife frowns

When a mistake has been made and, suddenly, we are all
Elevated to some plateau upon which the
Leviathan and its tongue hang
Loose.
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FINITE

one wave  two waves  three waves
 
four waves  five waves  six waves

seven waves  eight waves  nine waves

one wave
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In the dark, in the dark
what are the options?
All these bitches be basic or boppin.

OM

 

Dancing the distance 
between ox head and lizard.
We’ll never be things
that see in the night.

But machines, machines
these wonderful machines!
Beasts of circuitry, wire winged
fool’s prayer of precision.

She walks into the kitchen,
says Ah! For fuck’s sake!
and walks out.
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Where are all the horror poems?AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAt the coast, I look for

a body floating against the shore.
I am disappointed when I find 
nothing.

The waltzing avocado pit.
The silence points toward
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The bones of your family dog
disappear from the hole
they were buried in.
Something took them.Sometimes it’s so loud, 
there’s nothing to hear.
Draw out the horns, the scales--
on the scalp, a mirror.

The fortune teller is salivating
all over the crystal ball. 
The image is blurry. 
Why, it could be anything in 
there!

He poses by a vase of orchids
while she shaves a beard.

666
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BRING ME THE HEEBIE JEEBIES!
I made a room out of skin,
just need you in it.
Stocked up for the ‘pocalypse, 
eight gats and canned spinach. 

The terror of plastic.
The shock you were waiting for.
Today in Anaheim, it is just another day in Anaheim,
but it’s something else in Zanzibar.

Motherfucker, I run this bunker.
If I catch you drinking Diet Shasta in here again
I will cut off both your thumbs. 
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The way we sway to the edge of the page
Get out of the water / dive deeper.

Say your prayers 
backwards.
So your secrets
are hidden.

Show me the place where cell phones
go to die,
 For I would like to ask a painting 
to dance.




